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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Project Plan describes the plan to determine whether the solid radioactive wastes generated
by the Radiochemical Engineering Development Center (REDC) meet the Department of
Energy's definition of transuranic (TRU) wastes. The scope of this project is to (a) assess
existing REDC waste characterization methods, (b) evaluate historical data and to collect
samples of newly generated REDC wastes for analysis, (c) make recommendations for
modifications to the REDC waste certification procedure as needed, and (d) if the determination
is made that REDC wastes are TRU wastes, to provide direction to REDC on characterizing the
newly generated wastes to meet the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Waste Acceptance Criteria. The
strategy for making this determination is based on performing nondestructive assay (NDA),
complemented with destructive assay, of newly generated contact-handled (CH) waste from the
REDC. CH waste will be used in the characterization exercise for technical, safety, and health
reasons. It is anticipated that the legacy wastes can be classified based on the evaluation of the
CH waste. To support the NDA activities, a pilot study will be performed with the aim of
establishing radionuclide profiles in terms of locality and waste material, and potentially
identifying locations for obtaining samples for NDA within the hot cells. The NDA will be
performed at the Waste Assay and Examination Facility, using active-passive neutron assay and
gamma spectroscopy techniques. Along with the actual REDC waste, radioactive mock-ups of
waste packages will be assayed. The destructive analyses will consist of ashing or leaching of
the waste material used for NDA, followed by radiochemical analysis. The results obtained from
the NDA and destructive analyses of REDC waste will be analyzed and a determination will be
made as to whether the capabilities exist to meet the requirements for identifying the REDC
waste as TRU or non-TRU (by the end of FY 1996). This project plan also describes the project
management, quality assurance, scheduling, and cost aspects of the project.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The introduction of a number of regulatory-based drivers have imposed more stringent
requirements on the characterization of radioactive waste [1,2, 3]. For transuranic (TRU)
waste1, the Department of Energy's (DOE) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) requires, at a
minimum, that the waste generator (a) provide methods for sampling and analyzing waste
streams to establish an acceptable-knowledge baseline [4], (b) develop a recurring sampling plan
that will assure that the data quality objectives can be met, and (c) calibrate and use
nondestructive assay (NDA) instruments for certifying the waste, by bulk measurement, to the
WIPP waste acceptance criteria (WAC). In order to meet these requirements, existing waste
characterization methods must be tested, evaluated, improved, and ultimately approved by WIPP.

Along with the technical and compliance related issues, an important consideration in the
identification of radioactive waste as low-level or TRU is cost. This is due to the highly
disparate disposal costs for low-level waste versus TRU waste. Current estimates suggest that
the disposal costs for TRU waste may be an order of magnitude more than that of low-level
waste per unit volume. Thus, it is very critical - during the waste characterization process - that
the radioactive waste is accurately identified as low-level or TRU to avoid any unnecessary cost
penalties while assuring compliance with regulations.

This report provides the plan for a project that will address an investigation of very unique
radioactive waste as being potentially TRU or low-level. The radioactive waste of interest is
solid waste generated in Buildings 7920 and 7930 at the Radiochemical Engineering
Development Center (REDC), located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). REDC has
produced approximately 90% by volume of the historic (legacy) remote-handled (RH)2 TRU
wastes generated at ORNL. REDC currently produces all of the RH-TRU waste being generated
at ORNL. The solid radioactive waste from REDC is currently managed as TRU waste.
However, based on process knowledge and existing REDC waste certification records, 244Cm and
252Cf are the only documented radionuclides present in most of the waste. Neither of these two
radionuclides are listed as TRU in the most recent Oak Ridge Reservation waste acceptance
criteria. Preliminary assessments indicate that other TRU waste radionuclides are present;
however, it is not known whether the total concentration of the TRU nuclides are above the 100
nanocuries per gram (nCi/g) limit specified in DOE Order 5820.2A [5]. Considering the large

1 From DOE Order 5820.2A, TRU wastes are defined as those containing alpha emitting transuranium
radionuclides with half-lives greater than 20 years and concentrations greater than 100 nCi/g at the time of assay. In
1991, ORNL petitioned DOE-Oak Ridge Operations (ORO) to include 244Cm and 252Cf as TRU waste radionuclides,
due to their uniqueness to ORNL waste management and concerns such as difficulty in assaying and the need for
special handling associated with neutron emissions. To date DOE-ORO has not approved this request, yet ORNL
has continued to manage this waste as TRU.

2 All TRU wastes generated at ORNL which have external contact dose rates greater than or equal to 200
mrem/hr are classified as remote-handled (RH). Conversely, TRU wastes that have external contact dose rates less
than 200 mrem/hour are classified as contact-handled (CH).
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inventory of REDC legacy waste, it is imperative that a correct determination be made regarding
the classification of REDC wastes so that the ORNL waste management plan can be adapted
accordingly.

The plan for this project consists of six tasks. In the first task, a pilot study will be performed to
study in detail the isotopic makeup of the waste generated by REDC. This task involves
statistical sampling (of smears and leached radioactivity) and radiochemical analysis. The
second task will be to perform destructive, nondestructive and statistical analysis of actual REDC
waste buckets containing melted polyethylene bottles, and to prepare a report. The third task
will be to perform destructive, nondestructive and statistical analysis of REDC waste buckets
containing leached non-combustible waste. The fourth task will be to design, prepare, and
analyze a REDC spiked bucket. The spiked bucket will consist of bottled radioactive solutions
which will serve as mock-ups of REDC waste. Some of the buckets of actual waste will
eventually be destructively analyzed and the spiked buckets will be used as in-turn as calibration
sources. The fifth task will be to correlate NDA measured radionuclides with TRU
radiomiclides. The final task will be to prepare a REDC waste characterization report. Note that
trie ultimate goal of these tasks is to provide technically sound REDC waste characterization data
to enable shipments to WIPP for legacy and newly generated TRU wastes (CH & RH).

The requirements that apply to this project are as follows:

(1) DOE Order 5 820.2A requires that all newly generated waste be characterized and
certified as the waste is being generated to avoid adding to the legacy waste stockpile.

(2) The TRUPACT-II Certificate of Compliance requires all TRU-contaminated wastes be
handled as TRU waste unless it can be demonstrated with 95% confidence that the mean
TRU concentration is less than 100 nCi/g of waste.

(3) TRU waste bound for disposal at the WIPP must meet WIPP packaging and WAC
requirements.

(4) Accuracy and precision of waste characterization data must meet the specifications of the
WIPP Transuranic Waste Characterization Quality Assurance Program Plan (WIPP
QAPP) [1].

Title goals of the project are to:

(1) Identify all isotopes of the waste stream, particularly TRU.

(2) Provide a baseline statement on the likelihood of the waste being TRU or not.

(3) Identify improvements to sampling, radiochemical analysis, and acceptable knowledge
protocol, to meet WIPP requirements.



(4) Calibrate existing NDA systems with actual REDC waste characterization data and
identify potential improvements to existing bulk waste measurement systems so that
waste certification is performed to prescribed Data Quality Objectives (DQO) in Table
9.1oftheWIPPQAPP.



2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 Description of the REDC

The REDC, which consists of ORNL buildings 7920 and 7930, is a generator of unique
radioactive waste. Approximately 90% by volume of the legacy RH-TRU wastes stored at
ORNL since 1970 are from the REDC. REDC newly generated waste represents 100% of the
current ORNL RH-TRU inventory. REDC facilities are used for the production, storage, and
distribution of radioactive heavy elements. These facilities recover and purify transplutonium
elements: Americium through Fermium from targets irradiated in the High Flux Isotopes
Reactor (HFIR) or in the Savannah River Plant (SRP) reactors. Transplutonium radioisotopes,
particularly 252Cf, are produced for use in medical and industrial applications, for research on the
properties of heavy elements, and for production of super-heavy elements (i.e., atomic numbers
beyond 104). Building 7920 contains nine heavily shielded hot cells which houses equipment for
high-radiation level radiochemical processing and target fabrication activities. In addition, this
building is equipped with eight laboratories that are used for process development, process-
control analyses, and final transuranium-element product purification and packaging operation.

2.2 REDC Waste Handling Process Description

According to the REDC Generator Certification Official (GCO), all REDC RH solid wastes are
generated from its hot cells (referred to as cubicles). Based on data from the ORNL Waste
Tracking System database3, approximately half of the CH wastes from REDC originate from the
hot cells. The other half is generated by the REDC laboratories.

Large waste items from the cubicles, such as discarded equipment racks and heaters are removed
as single units through the cubicle roof via an equipment transfer case. These discarded items are
placed directly into a concrete cask without being packaged in an intermediate container.

Small solid waste items generated from each of the hot cells are transported via an inter-cell
conveyor to a cubicle (Cubicle 9) for temporary storage. As Cubicle 9 becomes full, these waste
items are repacked into intermediate receptacles such as paint cans, polyethylene (poly) buckets,
and polyethylene bags. These receptacles, or packages (as they are commonly referred to), are
then placed in a stainless-steel 55-gallon drum or concrete cask for disposal. The decision as to
whether a drum or cask is used is based on dose rate measurements of the packages (i.e., cans,
buckets, bags). Only the small waste items will be considered in this project.

3 The Waste Tracking System database is maintained by the ORNL Waste Management and Remedial
Action Division (WMRAD) Document Management Center (DMC).
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2.3 Preliminary Assessment of REDC Solid Waste Stream

2.3.1 Physical Description of the REDC Waste

Remote-handled wastes from REDC consist primarily of sundry hot cell wastes and debris, High
Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters from off-gas cleanup systems, and discarded
equipment. The typical small items in the REDC wastes can be categorized as shown in Table
2.1.

The waste percentages by volume assigned for plastic, and glass were calculated based on the
number of poly buckets containing paint pails of melted poly bottles4, sections of hot cell
manipulator boots, and glass sample bottles listed in the waste inventory records for 2 casks:
X10C930003, and X10C93023. These two casks represent 50% of the waste inventory for a
typical campaign and contain small waste items generated from Campaign 695 which were
recently transferred to the Waste Management and Remedial Action Division (WMRAD) for
storage.

Table 2.1 Categorization of REDC Solid Wastes

Waste type

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Cellulose

Waste items

Melted poly bottles, poly blocks,
manipulator boots, tubing

Sample bottles, darkened or
broken glassware

Tools, valve parts

Cloth wipes, string, paper, wood

Volume

39%

30%

21%

10%

The final volume percentage for each waste category is then adjusted by the GCO to accurately
reflect the percentage of metal and cloth wastes processed.

According to REDC personnel, large solid waste items are generally disposed after every four
campaigns. Reference 6 indicated that the equipment racks are made of metal and they occupy
approximately 90% of a cask volume. The percentage of plastic, glass, paper and cloth for the

4 The paint pails sometimes contain pieces of metal and non-fusible plastic bottle caps, as well as
polyethylene bottles and polypropylene filters.

5 The REDC operations are carried out in phases called "campaigns." Each campaign may span over a
duration of 12 to 18 months.



remaining portion of the cask are 5%, 3%, and 2%, respectively. Waste samples will not be
taken for this type of waste, since equipment racks are not disposed in the current campaign.



2.3.2 Radiological Profile of the Waste Stream

Table 2.2 is a compilation of isotopes expected to be analyzed for in the REDC waste stream.
This table was constructed on the basis of known burnup calculations [7]. In addition, a
memorandum described additional isotopes from the REDC waste stream [8].

Table 2.2 List of Potential Radionuclides Present in REDC TRU Solid Wastes

Alpha Decay Radionuclides+

242Cm
243Cm
244Cm
245Cm
246Cm
248Cm
249Cf

250Cf

252Cf

253Cf

2 2 7 Ac
2 4 1 A m

2 4 2 m Am
2 4 3 Am
2 2 6Ra
228Th*
229Th*
232Th*
2 3 8Pu
239pu

240pu

242pu

Beta Decay Radionuclides+

134Cs
136Cs
137Cs
249Bk
152Eu
154Eu
155Eu
147Pm
63Ni
55Fe
60Co
129j

"Tc
151Sm

90Sr
90y

125Sb
I06Ru
106Rh
144Ce
144Pr

+ Primary mode of decay
These radionuclides are not expected in REDC wastes since radium targets are not
currently processed at REDC.

Note: 233U, 234U, 235U, 236U, 238U are not expected in REDC wastes.



3.0 APPROACH

The scope of this project is to perform an assessment of existing REDC waste characterization
methods, and evaluate historical data and to collect samples of newly generated REDC wastes for
analysis (if needed) to determine if legacy REDC wastes are TRU.

Presently, there is insufficient historical data available for determining whether the REDC solid
wastes can be classified as TRU wastes. In order to make this determination, sampling and
analysis of the waste stream and measurements of actual REDC solid wastes must be made. The
sampling and analysis of the waste stream will be carried out in a pilot study. The objectives of
trie pilot study are to: (a) examine distribution of alpha and beta decay radionuclides among
typical waste items being stored in REDC hot cells, (b) identify the typical distribution of alpha
and gamma emitting radionuclides in the REDC hot cells (with special emphasis on TRU
radionuclides), (c) provide sufficient data for the development of an appropriate sampling design
or plan for NDA of REDC waste, and (d) validate the assumption of REDC staff that the ratios of
isotopes within each radioactive element (i.e., curium, californium, and plutonium) remain
relatively constant within a High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) target campaign6. The first three
objectives will be achieved by collecting smear and leached samples. From the radiochemical
analysis of these samples, the variability of and association between the activities of the alpha
and beta decay radionuclides of interest will be evaluated. To meet the last objective, the
isotopic ratios determined from sampling and analysis will be compared against results from
computer model predictions of radionuclide content in the HFIR targets and mass balance
calculations for the REDC processes. From the information and data generated by the pilot
study, it is anticipated that a better understanding of the waste isotopic profile will help in the
calibration of NDA systems for measurements of actual waste and reduce the costs of the NDA
portion of the project.

To perform measurements of the REDC solid or debris wastes, two approaches can be taken:
NDA (supplemented with radiochemical analyses and mass spectrometry) and destructive assay
alone. There are pros and cons associated with each method. With destructive assay, the actual
measurement of samples can provide accurate results; however, the sampling errors that arise
from taking a number of samples, particularly from heterogeneous waste, can be large and
impossible to estimate. The REDC solid waste stream is not only heterogenous, but is very
radioactive as well. The high dose rates involved make it difficult (from an ALARA standpoint)
to perform sampling of the waste containers. The onerous task of opening legacy waste
containers for sampling can be avoided by using the bulk measurement approach used in NDA
(for the CH waste drums). However, it has not been demonstrated that the existing ORNL NDA
systems, which are optimized for assaying CH-weapons grade plutonium, can adequately
discriminate between TRU and non-TRU wastes in the presence of interfering radiation from
non-TRU radionuclides (e.g., 244Cm and 252Cf), particularly with the level of confidence specified
in the WIPP QAPP [1]. Testing, evaluating, and engineering of current NDA systems must be

6 Campaign 69 was completed in early 1996. Campaign 70 material is being processed.



performed for the purpose of ORNL TRU waste characterization.

For this project, NDA and destructive assay will be performed on selected packages of newly
generated CH waste from Building 7920 of the REDC7. Newly generated waste, rather than
legacy waste will be studied for several reasons. Among the major concerns with handling the
legacy waste are the high dose rates, the high potential for alpha contamination when legacy
waste containers are opened to collect samples, and the deteriorated state of the legacy waste
packages. Coupled with the poor or in some cases, lack of, documentation on the legacy waste, it
is considered that using newly generated CH waste is consistent with the principle of ALARA.
Other reasons for using CH waste are based on the fact that the Waste Examination and Assay
Facility (WEAF), where the NDA systems are located, has facility limits that only allow for CH
waste packages to be brought into the facility. Additionally, there are existing technical
limitations imposed by the assay equipment. Current systems have been calibrated and
successfully used for low dose rate 55-gallon drums containing primarily weapons grade
plutonium [9,10,11]. Neutron coincidence counting and the differential dieaway methods
become more difficult as the dose rate increases, but have been shown to be feasible for ORNL
RH-TRU waste assay [12,13,14]. For bulk gamma-ray measurements, the system needs to be
adjusted to handle large gamma dose rates. Additionally, consideration will be given to detector
damage caused by large neutron fluence rates. Finally, using newly generated waste with surface
dose rates more consistent with ALARA principles makes it easier to handle the packages under
test conditions.

7 The waste from Building 7920 is more complex than the waste from Building 7930. Hence, this project
will focus on the waste from Building 7920. The waste from Building 7930 is being independently characterized.



4.0 PILOT STUDY

4.1 Task Scope

This task directly supports the calibration of NDA instrumentation used to characterize REDC
legacy and newly-generated waste. Since the current NDA systems cannot separate TRU from
non-TRU radionuclides with the necessary accuracy, an isotopic profile of the REDC waste
(including gamma and beta emitters, such as 237Np) must be established. These data will be used
to determine the relationship between TRU and non-TRU radionuclides and, thus, provide as
complete a characterization of REDC waste as possible.

The isotopic profile determined by sampling and analysis will be used to adjust the relative fissile
material response (active) and the spontaneous fission rate (passive) of the APNEA system.
Similarly, the profile will be used to make inferences about the transuranic gamma-ray signal in
the presence of strong interferences from fission and activation products. NDA systems are most
effective when the isotopic ratios are known a priori. The gamma-ray system is used to confirm
that the ratios are nominal. The APNEA system is used to measure fissile material.

4.2 Method for Sampling and Analysis

Smear samples will be taken from the surface of different components of REDC hot cell waste,
e.g., plastic, glass, metal, etc. The smears are Q-tip swabs with wooden handles. After a smear
is taken, the Q-tip head will be placed in a pre-labeled sample bottle. The extra wood on the Q-
tip swab will be broken off to avoid cross-contamination from the manipulator fingers or other
sources. The sample bottle will then be capped and removed from the hot cell.

Originally, it was desired that the smear samples would be representative of the entire surface
contamination of the given object (e.g., poly buckets, lower arm segments of the hot cell
manipulator boots). This was proven to be not possible and deemed unnecessary [10]. Hence,
smears will be taken from waste buckets, the top of the poly melts, the interior and thread areas
of poly bottles, holes in poly valves, along light cords, the cuff areas of hot cell manipulator
boots, bottle lids (including the threads), leached glass sample bottles (inside and out), the
surface of filter housings, metal tools, and cloth wipes.

Gamma and neutron dose rates will be taken (outside the hot cells using portable survey
instruments) for each smear sample to ensure that the total gamma plus neutron dose rate does
not exceed 50 mrem/hr per sample. A further check will also be made to ensure that the neutron
dose rate per sample does not exceed 10 mrem/hr. This dose rate check is done to prevent
damage to analytical equipment and also to minimize personnel exposure. The smear samples
will then be analyzed in a radiochemical laboratory using gross neutron, gross alpha, alpha pulse
height analysis, and gamma spectrometry.

Leached samples will be collected from polyethylene bottles (before they are melted) and glass
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wastes. Mass spectrometry will be performed on the leached samples to establish the
radionuclide profile. As with the smears, gross neutron, gross alpha, alpha pulse height analysis,
and gamma spectrometry will also be performed. The results from the smear and leached
samples will be compared to examine the effectiveness of each sampling technique.

4.3 Analysis of the Sampling Results

From each smear sample, the following information will be recorded: (a) waste cell source, (b)
waste component class, (c) individual alpha activities (Bq/total) of the radionuclides 244Cm, 238Pu,
239/240Pu,241 Am, 243Am, 252Cf, 242Cm, and 246Cm, and (d) the gross alpha activity. In addition, from
the available data, radionuclide ratios will also be calculated and evaluated for consistency across
the various waste types (e.g., glass, plastic, metal, etc.)8.

Using the Pilot Study data, analyses will be performed to generate summary statistics for the data
set, e.g., estimate the isotopic activities and derive standard errors for the observed activities.

Once the radionuclide activities are estimated for the individual samples, the following analyses
will be done:

(1) Within each waste component type, the radionuclide ratios [(radionuclide activity)/(gross
alpha activity)] will be obtained for each sample. Comparisons will be made to
determine if these ratios change significantly from one waste type to another. From the
multiple independent samples within each waste type, estimates of the magnitude of the
sample-to-sample variability of these ratios within each waste type can also be obtained.

(2) Within each waste component type, associations or correlations between the TRU activity
and the activities of the other radionuclides or groups of radionuclides (e.g., 244Cm, 252Cf,
etc.) will be examined. If there is a significant correlation, then it can be used to predict
the TRU activity from these other radionuclide activities. Tests will also be done to
determine if this association or correlation changes significantly from one waste type to
another.

(3) Modifications will be made to the statistical analysis to account for the presence of
observed activities below analytical method detection limits.

(4) Using the Pilot Study data set, QA/QC requirements for determining the number of
samples required to satisfy the concept of representative sampling will be established.

8 A weakness of the present and past record keeping is the inaccurate data for weights of each type of
physical waste. Even if radioisotope levels are known and related to waste types, the aggregate result will not be
accurate. It may be necessary to relate activity to total waste weight only. Accurate package weight data are lacking;
it will be necessary to weigh each drum of CH waste.
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4.4 Pilot Study Task Summary and Reporting of Results

This tasks that will be conducted under the Pilot Study are summarized as follows:

(1) Measure and report isotopic ratios of TRU radionuclides and 252Cf to gross alpha activity.

(2) Test whether the ratios are constant over different types of debris waste or whether it is
necessary to pool activity or pool weight to obtain general concentrations.

(3) Assist in the calibration of nondestructive assay instruments, including the resolution of
(a, n) reactions in high neutron background.

(4) Establish a basis for ascertaining whether the concentration of all TRU radionuclides in a
drum is less than the 100 nCi/g limit for classification as low-level waste.

Once the results from the pilot study have been analyzed statistically, a technical report will be
prepared and published.
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5.0 PRIMARY CHARACTERIZATION OF REDC CH-TRU WASTE

This section describes two separate analytical approaches for quantifying the isotopes found in
bulk REDC waste: NDA and destructive assay. In the case of NDA, radiation emitted from the
radioactive waste in bulk is measured directly to quantify the constituent isotopes. In the case of
destructive assay, the waste form is physically treated in such a way that the isotopes are either
separated from the bulk material or the material is reduced to a homogeneous solid or liquid with
the isotopes evenly distributed throughout, thereby reducing the waste to a sampleable form.

In addition to the overviews on NDA and destructive assay, the tasks associated with the primary
characterization of REDC CH-TRU waste will be described. These tasks directly support the
calibration of NDA instrumentation used to characterize REDC legacy and newly-generated
waste. A direct comparison between destructive and nondestructive assays combined with a
thorough statistical analysis of the results will provide a basis upon which future NDA
measurements of REDC waste will be technically sound and defensible.

5.1 Nondestructive Assay and Examination

NDA has been applied successfully throughout the DOE complex for waste bearing weapons
grade plutonium and low-activity wastes containing fission and activation products. At ORNL,
822 55-gal drums of transuranic waste were received from Nuclear Fuel Services, all of which
underwent NDA for verification that the isotope quantities met the existing WIPP WAC [3].
NDA offers a relatively inexpensive means of accurate isotope quantification while preserving
extremely sound radiological safety practice; drums of waste are not opened, processed, or
treated; thereby, reducing the dose to radiation workers to less than 100 mrem/yr. To make the
most accurate measurements, NDA instruments must be calibrated for specific waste streams. In
many cases, a recalibration is nothing more than determining efficiency corrections for the
geometry, isotopes, and bulk material effects on the measured signal. In highly specialized cases,
the instruments should be re-engineered to meet specific measurement demands. The unique
nature of REDC waste and the fact that the most predominant isotopes are not transuranic-waste
makes this project a highly specialized case [5].

In order to adapt the NDA instruments at the WEAF to meet the TRU waste characterization
requirements and determine which REDC wastes are TRU and which are non-TRU and provide
quantative assay data, several steps must be taken. First, actual waste from the REDC must be
assayed using NDA methods to evaluate the instrument response. Once this is done, adjustments
can then be made to the NDA equipment as necessary to determine if the measurements can be
performed adequately. To this end, waste drums must be assembled with packages9 containing
waste representative of a REDC campaign. The buckets are used as disposal containers for small
CH waste objects from the REDC hot cells. The waste items that will be collected for the NDA

9 Double-bagged plastic seal-out buckets. Some contain paint pails with melted poly, or small metal or
glass items.
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portion of this project will originate from the current REDC campaign, Campaign 69. Aside
from the criterion that the wastes used for NDA system evaluation be representative of REDC
hot cell wastes, care must be taken to limit the dose rates so that the buckets can be handled
according to ALARA principles and the current NDA system capabilities are not exceeded. As
mentioned earlier, the APNEA system used for neutron assay is optimized for measurements of
weapons grade plutonium and has not been adjusted to handle excessive gamma and neutron
dose rates. For example, the Nuclear Fuel Services waste - weapons grade plutonium - measured
on contact, an average of about 2 mrem/hr gamma and less than 0.5 mrem/hr neutron. Maximum
dose rates were just 40 mrem/hr and 0.8 mrem/hr, gamma and neutron, respectively. In the case
of REDC-generated waste the gamma and neutron dose rates are nearly the same, ranging
anywhere from 50 mrem/hr (each) up to the rem/hr range. When the neutron dose rate is over
30-40 mrem/hr, the total neutron production rate is in the range of a million neutrons per second.
The APNEA detector packages and electronics were not originally designed to accomodate this
lairge a neutron fluence rate. In addition to the buckets of actual REDC waste, mock-up buckets
of clean polyethylene will be fabricated to study matrix effects. Polyethylene blocks will be
melted in metal buckets to simulate the buckets of melted polyethylene wastes.

After completing the NDA analysis, the buckets of REDC waste will be destructively analyzed.
This step will provide more information on the actual radionuclide content in the waste. The
data gathered from the destructive assay of the previously nondestructively assayed waste will be
used to support the recalibration and re-engineering of the NDA systems. Since the destructive
assay phase will effectively destroy the waste buckets used for the NDA system studies, a
"spiked" bucket will be fabricated to provide a transitional (or "transfer") source for calibration
purposes. This "spiked" bucket will contain bottles containing radioactive solutions. The
radioactive solutions will be prepared such that they represent the radioactive make-up of the
actual REDC CH wastes, both in terms of radionuclide types and concentrations. In the course
of performing the NDA system evaluations, experimental design and analysis methods will be
used to ensure that the results meet the required levels of statistical rigor. Analytical test
methods will be developed to ensure the quality of data in terms of accuracy and precision.
Calibration experiments will also be designed to ensure that NDA results can be achieved with
the required levels of confidence.

5.2 Destructive Radiological Analyses

Destructive assay of the contents of the poly buckets used in the NDA will be performed in order
to obtain more information on the radionuclides present in the waste. At this point in time, the
two approaches being considered for obtaining homogeneous samples for destructive assay are
leaching of non-combustible waste (e.g., metals and glass) and ashing of combustible wastes
(e.g., polymelts, cloth).

Once the leaching and/or ashing has been performed, aliquot samples will be taken from the
leachate or ash. The samples collected are subjected to routine radiochemical processing and
analysis (i.e., precipitation and separation followed by alpha and/or gamma spectrometry). The
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sample activities are then used to determine the original batch TRU activities and radionuclide
percentages for comparison with NDA results.

In general, destructive radiological analyses include gross alpha counting, alpha pulse height
analysis, mass spectrometry analysis, and gamma spectrometry. Gross alpha counting is used to
determine the total activity in the sample. Alpha pulse height analysis provides the percentage of
activity contributed by each alpha emitter detected in the sample. Mass spectrometry analysis
provides the isotopic percentage distribution of a particular radionuclide in the sample.
Radium and thorium isotopes were present in RH-TRU solid waste packaged in October 1984.
Based on process knowledge, these radionuclides were associated with the processing of radium
targets at REDC. Radium targets are no longer processed at the present time. REDC RH-TRU
solid wastes do not contain any uranium isotopes. On occasion, the analytical laboratories in
Building 7920 of REDC will work on various samples taken from other laboratories. These
nuclides are not co-mingled with REDC hot cell wastes. Table 5.1 provides a list of the
analytical methods that can be used to confirm the presence of suspect radionuclides present in
REDC waste.

Table 5.1 Analytical Test Methods

Test Method

Gross alpha, alpha spectrometry, gamma
spectrometry, gross neutron

Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry
(TIMS), Pu separation

TIMS, Cm separation

TIMS, Am separation

Cf High Performance Liquid Chromatography
separation, TIMS

Sr separation

Tc separation

Bk separation

ICP-AES, Th separation, ICP-Mass
Spectrometry (MS)

Elemental separations followed by ICP-MS

Nuclides Analyzed

244Cm, 252Cf, 241Am, 134Cs, 136Cs, 154Eu, 15SEu,
60Co, 237Np, 95Nb, 125Sb, 253Es, 226Ra, 228Th,
229Th, 106Ru, 144Ce, 144Pr

2 3 8Pu,2 3 9Pu,2 4 0Pu,M 2Pu

242Cm, 243Cm, 244Cm, 245Cm, 246Cm, 248Cm

241Arn,242Am,243Am

249Cf,25OCf,252Cf,253Cf

90Sr,90Y

"Tc

249Bk

63Ni,227Ac

Typically, 244Cm contributes the most alpha activity present in the REDC solid waste stream. It
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is difficult to analyze for other heavy curium isotopes (such as 242Cm, 246Cm, and 248Cm) by alpha
pulse height analysis in the presence of 244Cm. This problem can be overcome by performing
mass spectrometry analysis on the curium radionuclides. Based on material balances and process
knowledge, REDC personnel have speculated that the ratio of curium isotopes will not change
during each campaign performed at REDC. This hypothesis, and its extension to include the
isotopes of californium and plutonium, will be tested by the pilot study.

At the start of each campaign, the isotopic ratio for curium, californium, (and plutonium if Mark-
42 targets are processed) are estimated based on the feed materials and the concentrations of the
"rework" stream. As the campaign progresses, samples are collected for mass spectrometry
analysis. The results of the mass spectrometry analysis is then used to determine the isotopic
ratios of the curium, californium, and/or plutonium present in the various feed/product streams
generated during the campaign.

5.3 NDA and Destructive Assay Tasks

5.3.1 Perform Analysis of REDC Polyethylene Buckets

A number of REDC buckets containing pails of melted polyethylene bottles will be assayed
using NDA instruments (APNEA and Gamma Assay Segmented Passive [GASP] Systems) at the
WEAF. Buckets will subsequently be ashed and radiochemically analyzed. Activity ratios of
TRU radionuclide alpha counts to gross alpha, to 244Cm, and to 252Cf will be determined. The
relationship between TRU elements and gamma-beta emitters will be added to the task. The
statistical analysis of the destructive assay results will then be used to assist in the calibration of
NDA systems with the expressed goal of providing a more accurate estimate of the amount of
TRU material present in a REDC legacy and newly-generated wastes.

5.3.2 Perform Analysis of REDC Non-combustible Buckets

Destructive, nondestructive, and statistical analysis of leached REDC waste buckets containing
non-combustible waste will be performed. The data obtained in this study will provide essential
NDA calibration points for a large percentage of REDC wastes (approximately 50% of REDC
waste is non-combustible) and, even more importantly, it will also serve as a destructive assay
validation of NDA by providing independent data which can then be compared to NDA assay
results. This study will also serve as a measure of the effectiveness of leaching REDC waste in
possibly reducing activity levels and, thereby, making it possible to reclassify the waste as LLW.
The results of this analysis will also be incorporated into the design and analysis of a spiked
bucket. The spiked bucket in this case is a bucket containing a pail of melted poly and bottled
radioactive solutions

This task will be accomplished by performing NDA on two REDC waste buckets containing
actual waste (in melted poly form). In addition, two REDC buckets containing non-combustible
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waste will be leached and the leachate radiochemically analyzed. The residual activity remaining
on the leachant will be determined using portable health physics instrumentation to provide a
preliminary estimate of effectiveness of the leaching procedure. After the leaching procedure has
been accomplished, NDA will be performed on the REDC buckets to more accurately determine
the effectiveness of the leaching technique. Both NDA and destructive assay data will be
analyzed to determine functional relationships between isotopic distribution data and destructive
techniques.

5.33 Design, Prepare, and Analyze REDC Spiked Bucket

This task consists of the following steps: (1) design the spiked bucket (e.g., choosing
combinations of levels of activity spikes and other factors); (2) fabricate spiked bucket; perform
nondestructive analysis, statistically analyze the results; develop appropriate models (either
physical models or empirical); (3) determining goodness of fit, estimation of uncertainty,
comparison to WIPP QAPP, development of data fusion with pilot study results; and (4)
determining appropriate uncertainty analysis and error propagation methods. These data will be
essential in calibrating the NDA systems used to characterize REDC waste.
A design for preparing the spiked buckets will be developed based upon already acquired REDC
NDA and radioanalytical data. The buckets will be nondestructively assayed using the WEAF's
NDA instruments (APNea and GASP Systems). A statistical analysis of the NDA results as
compared to the known values of the solutions used to spike the buckets will be performed.

5.4 Correlate NDA Measured Radionuclides with TRU Radionuclides

Preliminary evaluation of the pilot study data already collected from REDC hot cell wastes
suggest a correlation exists between fission product and actinide concentrations. Given the
current measurement capabilities at ORNL, GASP can be used to classify TRU waste only if
such correlations have been established. The objectives of this task are to confirm if such a
correlation exists and to provide an initial estimate of the initial TRU concentrations in REDC
solid wastes with an associated uncertainty level. A computer model will be developed to
estimate the REDC TRU inventory as a function of time. A report entitled, "Evaluation of
Measurements of Fission Products for TRU Waste Characterization" will be prepared.

The activity ratios of all alpha-emitting radionuclides obtained from radiochemical analyses
performed for the pilot study and those gamma-emitting radionuclides measurable using the
GASP System will be calculated. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plots will be
generated to provide activity correlations between these two types of radionuclides. These
correlations and the concentrations of measurable gamma-emitting radionuclides collected using
the GASP will then be used to determine the initial concentrations of TRU radionuclides and/or
fission products for input to a computer code, RAD AC [16]. RAD AC will use initial
concentrations of these radionuclides and the correlations derived from the CDF plots to estimate
the REDC TRU waste concentrations (with associated upper and lower confidence limits) as a
function of time. Uncertainty analysis will be performed to compute the distribution of waste
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compositions that may be expected at various time intervals.

5.5 REDC Waste Characterization Report

A report on NDA, with incorporation of pilot study results and leached bucket analysis, will be
written. The report will include a proof-of-principle report for NDA, written with input from
REDC personnel. This is the final report and will require contributions from all members of the
team to discuss their contributions and the results of their tasks. Among the many
subcomponents is a summary of the findings, a compilation of the results from the studies
conducted under the project, and conclusions.
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6.0 PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The goal of project management is to ensure that the activities carried out under this project are
fully funded and are managed in a manner that ensures satisfactory achievement of the project
objectives. Detailed project costs and resources needed have been estimated - this information is
provided in Section 8 of this report. The project status and financial reports are being submitted
as input to the DOE-OR Progress Tracking System (PTS) and also to the DOE National TRU
Program (NTP) meeting. Project management activities include the following:

(1) Developing the cost estimates and spending plan for the project.

(2) Preparing task scope descriptions and other pertinent information to be included in the
budget proposal submittals.

(3) Providing milestone status reports on a weekly basis and project financial updates on a
monthly basis .

(4) Providing input to the performance indicator tracking system.

(5) Preparing meeting agendas and holding team meetings on a regular basis.

The project will be managed by a Project Manager matrixed to the TRU Program. The project
participants will include technical staff and technicians from the Applied Radiation
Measurements Department (ARMD) of the Waste Management and Remedial Action Division
(WMRAD), a technical staff member from WMRAD, a technical staff member from the
Chemical Analysis and Services Division (CASD), and statisticians from the Computer Science
and Mathematics Division (CS&MD). Technical oversight of the project will be provided by the
TRU Program Technical Advisor. The project team members will be working closely with
Chemical Technology Division (CTD) personnel at the REDC, not only to obtain samples of
waste packages for the characterization effort, but also to acquire an appreciation of the process
technology, waste treatment/packaging techniques, and a basis for interpreting and applying the
analytical results.
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The general areas of responsibility for the project team are presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Project Responsibilities

Activity

Project Management

Pilot Study

NDA

Destructive Assay

Statistics

Data Evaluation

Interpretation

Responsibility

TRU Program (ARMD)

TRU Program, CASD, CS&MD

ARMD

TRU Program, CASD, CS&MD

CS&MD

ARMD, CS&MD

REDC, all above
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7.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE

All activities undertaken by organizations involved in executing the scope of this project must be
controlled commensurate with the importance of the work that is being done.

Quality Assurance for the project will be based on the guidelines provided in the WMRAD
Quality Management Plan [17], the Transuranic Waste Characterization Quality Assurance
Program Plan [1], and the Quality Assurance Plan for Contact-Handled Transuranic Waste
Certification and Operations [18].
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8.0 PROJECTED SCHEDULE AND COST

5.1 Planned Activities and Schedule

The planned activities for Fiscal Year (FY) 1996 are:

(1) Perform REDC Waste Pilot Study.

(2) Perform Analysis of REDC Polyethylene Buckets.

(3) Perform Analysis of REDC Non-combustible Buckets.

(4) Design, Prepare, and Analyze REDC Spiked Bucket.

(5) Correlate NDA Measured Radionuclides with TRU Radionuclides.

(6) REDC Waste Characterization Report.

These activities numbered 2 to 5 above are shown in the FY 1996 project flowchart for NDA and
destructive assay activities (Figure 8.1). The milestones associated with the FY 1996 activities
are presented in Table 8.1. The schedule for the project is shown in a Gantt Chart in Figure 8.2.

Table 8.1 FY 1996 Milestones

FY 1996 Milestones

Complete the initial Project Plan for review
and approval

Complete fabrication of a "blank" bucket and
collect 1 to 2 buckets of actual waste from
Campaign 69

Complete NDA of Campaign 69 buckets

Determine whether the capability exists for
discriminating between TRU and non TRU
waste

Completion Dates

May 31,1996

June 30,1996

August 30, 1996

September 30,1996
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Figure 8.1 FY 1996 Project Flowchart for NDA and Destructive Assay Activities

REDC personnel set aside
buckets from Campaign 69

Prepare Technical Project Plan

WEAF/P&E personnel construct
a bird cage.

Place each bucket in a 55 gal
drum and send to the WEAF.

Repeat for all buckets
WEAF assays each bucket

individually using RTR, GASP, &
APNEA.

Prepare and assay (at the
WEAF) a blank drum

CASD personnel prepare the
spiked buckets containing TRU.

Place the buckets in a drum.

Perform destructive assay on the
contents of the bucket(s).

Determine the isotopic ratio.

Determine activity.

Compare destructive assay
results with NDA results

Adjust raw data.

Determine whether capable of
measuring TRU.

FY 1997 Activities

Place each bucket in a drum and
send to the WEAF.

WEAF assays the drum
(containing a bucket) using

GASP & APNEA.

Send the drum back to REDC.
FP and AP spikes are inserted

into the bucket.

Send the drum (containing a
bucket) spiked with TRU, FP and

AP to the WEAF.

WEAF assays the drum using
GASP S APNEA

Repeat for all buckets

Determine calibration factors
for assay instrumentation.

Acronyms
AP - Activation products
APNEA - Active Passive Neutron Examination & Assay
CASD - Chemical & Analytical Sciences Division
FP - Fission products
GASP - Gamma Assay Segmented Passive
NDA - Nondestructive assay
P&E - Plant & Equipment Division
REDC - Radiochemical Engineering Development Center
RTR - Real-time radiography
TRU - Transuranic waste
WEAF - Waste Examination and Assay Facility

Key to activity groups
A - Preparation and nondestructive characterization of the Campaign 69 drum
B - Assay of blanks
C - Preparation and nondestructive characterization of the spiked drum
D - Destructive characterization of the Campaign 69 drum waste components
E - Analysis of characterization results
F - Preparation of a sampling plan
G - Characterization of Campaign 69 drums.
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Figure 8.2 Planned Activities - FY 1996

DESCRIPTION

Preparation andNDA ofC-69 buckets

Prepare & sign MOU between WMRAD and Chem Tech

Accumulate buckets

Assay buckets drums at the WEAF

Milestone 1 - Project Plan TM ready for review & approval

Milestone 3 - Complete NDA of C-69 buckets

Preparation andNDA of spiked buckets

Determine spike radionuclides and activities and bucket contents

Prepare spiked buckets

Milestone 2 - Report on Preparation of C-69 and Blank Buckets

Destructive Assay of C-69 buckets

Leach and ash C-69 buckets

Assay Blank (buckets & drum)

Collect blank bucket components

Melt poly

Assay blank buckets

Final Data Analysis & Prepare Report

Analyze data and prepare a report

Milestone 4 - A report on capability to discriminate between TRU and non-TRU

Prepare the Pilot Study Report

Prepare the Pilot Study Report

FY1996

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jim Jul
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X
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8.2 Project Cost

The ORNL TRU waste characterization project is funded as a part of the technical support
activities under the ORNL TRU program. Budget requests are prepared and tracked through the
LMES Activity Data Sheet (ADS) system. The cost estimates for activities to be performed by
individual ORNL divisions and subcontractors associated with this project for FY 1996 are
presented in Table 8.2.

The costs associated with WMRAD, CS&M, CASD, and subcontractor are for the provision of
overall project support, to collect analytical data, to review ND A/destructive assay measurement
data, to calibrate NDA systems against actual REDC wastes, and to validate NDA measurements
against destructive assay results for determining whether REDC wastes can be classified as TRU
wastes. CTD personnel from REDC will be used to assemble wastes packages for NDA
measurements. In addition, CTD/REDC staff will collect samples and perform leaching of
metal and glass waste types for radiochemical analysis. REDC staff will play a big role in
interpretation/application of the experimental results.

Table 8.2 FY 1996 Projected Costs

Organization

ARMD

WMRAD

CS&M

CASD

CTD

Total

Cost

$160K

$150K

$180K

$ 80K

$ 5K

$575K
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